Response to: ‘Role of ANA testing in the classification of patients with systemic lupus erythematosus’ by Pisetsky et al

In their letter,1 Drs Pisetsky, Spencer, Rovin and Lipsky very appropriately continue a highly relevant discussion on antinuclear antibody (ANA) testing. As Pisetsky et al point out, we had originally intended to specify ANA positivity on Hep-2 immunofluorescence testing, but grappled with the reality that increasingly other types of ANA testing are employed. Thus, the European League Against Rheumatism (EULAR)/American College of Rheumatology (ACR) SLE classification criteria steering committee discussed the issues made transparent by Dr Pisetsky et al,2 and we think that we have come to a solution that is feasible: the EULAR/ACR criteria allow for other positive ANA tests in addition to HEP-2 immunofluorescence.3 4 We agree that more research needs to be performed, both to understand the natural history of ANA positivity over time in SLE and to compare the performance characteristics of different assays.

ANA are still a useful concept, particularly for guiding physicians who are not experts on connective tissue diseases, and the strength of ANA lies in the sensitivity, not specificity of the test, in sharp contrast to anti-Sm antibodies, for example.5 Accordingly, the position as entry criterion appears appropriate, and reflective of their routine role as a screening test.6 3 Allowing for other tests and taking historical ANA into account improves sensitivity.

While we have had very low percentages of persistently ANA negative patients in our cohorts,3 4 6 classifying this rather small subset of patients remains a research issue.5 4 To include the subset of ANA negative patients into trials or studies may dilute findings. There is no doubt that such patients exist, and this has been openly discussed in our criteria manuscript.3 4 Importantly, however, we maintain that classification criteria are not diagnostic criteria—diagnosis remains within the judgement of appropriately trained healthcare professionals.

Rather than submitting to suboptimal test results, we also think that it is time to stand up for high quality testing with an appropriate feedback system based on the clinical accuracy of individual test results. Cheap, suboptimal tests may have costly and potentially even dangerous consequences, leading to unnecessary investigations as well as to delayed therapy. These issues may outweigh the higher convenience for laboratories and the resulting lower testing cost, but have not been greatly appreciated.

We fully agree with Dr Pisetsky and colleagues that more research on test systems is essential, and hope that our criteria will give this debate more visibility. We also think that immunological testing without rheumatologists providing direct feedback on ill-fitting results deprives the healthcare system of a highly valuable safety catch. Rheumatologists worldwide need to be very clear that the accuracy of immunological tests is essential, for diagnosis as well as for classification.
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